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Abstract
Continuous data stream processing systems have offered limited support for data
persistence in the past, for three main reasons: First, online, real-time queries examine current streaming data and under the assumption of no server failures, do
not require access to past data. Second, most fault-tolerance solutions for streaming systems are currently memory-based, keeping state replicas in the memory of
stream processing nodes. Finally, stable storage devices are commonly thought to
be constraining system throughput and response times when compared to main
memory, and are thus kept off the common path.
In this thesis we provide data streaming systems with a scalable path to persistent storage. Our persistence path allows two fundamental enhancements to
data streaming systems’ capabilities: First, it allows stream persistence for reference/archival purposes. In other words, queries can now be applied on past data
on-demand. Second, fault tolerance is achievable by checkpointing and stream
replay schemes that are not constrained by the size of main memory. For stateful
operators we present continuous eventual checkpoints (CEC), a novel mechanism
to provide fault-tolerant guarantees by taking continuous state checkpoints without pausing the operator. We achieve this by separating state into parts and by
treating these parts independently.
Our results show that our system can achieve scalable stream persistence over a
high-performance tunable parallel file system and low overhead fault-tolerance with
an adjustable checkpoint interval, trading off recovery time with performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Data sources that continuously produce data are abundant in today’s informationdriven society, ranging from civilian and military surveillance devices [14], environmental sensors, mobile telephony base stations, network devices, stock market price
monitors, and credit-card points of sale. A number of research projects [10] [5] [6] [13]
[20] have investigated ways to achieve high-performance, online data stream processing. Some of these projects have led to business ventures [3] [30] [1] underlining
the significant demand for this technology in today’s society.
Modern streaming systems are designed for complex event processing (CEP)
expressed in special stream-oriented query languages [10] [5] [6]. The data operated
on are typically streams of records often referred to as tuples. In most common
applications tuples are live -that is, recently produced- and associated with a monotonically increasing timestamp. In such applications, tuple processing is also associated with timeliness guarantees- that is, a response or trigger must be produced
within a short time bound from the time a tuple is produced by the data source.
However new types of applications such as fault-tolerant streaming (for example,
for processing financial transactions), offline data-warehouse style processing of
streaming data, and verification of compliance or violation of service-level agreements (SLAs), have created interest to persisting streams for archiving/reference,
replay, and/or post-facto introspection.
Sources of continuously-produced information today are growing in both number and data rates produced. As one example, consider a mobile operator that
needs to process an increasingly growing rate of call-detail-records per second as
its operations expand in both geographical coverage (number of base stations) and
client base (number of calls initiated per unit time). Such trends call for scalable
1
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streaming platforms that can keep up with data growth both in terms of capacity and I/O throughput. Scalable storage systems for such platforms should be
designed, configured, and tuned for the specific characteristics of continuous data
streaming.
From the storage system perspective, the persistence of continuous data streams
exhibits two main distinctive characteristics. First, streaming workloads consist
largely of sequential writes/appends, with sequential reads taking place mostly
during recovery or in retrospective queries. Whereas the read use-cases are certainly highly valuable, they are not expected to be the norm in actual deployments.
Second, streaming workloads feature multiple concurrent writers on exclusivelyowned or shared storage objects. The former case is expected to be prevalent in
actual deployments and we therefore focus on it in this study.
Continuous data streaming workloads present a number of challenges for the
storage system designer. The storage system should be optimized for both latency
and throughput since scalable data stream processing systems must handle both
heavy stream traffic and produce results to queries within given time bounds,
typically tens to a few hundreds of milliseconds. This means that the storage
system should be designed to exhibit a large degree of parallelism for scalability
and also to minimize the eventuality of high-delay events on the common path.
Another important challenge is to guarantee data stability under different failure
assumptions.
Several fault tolerance solutions have been proposed in the past [28] [19] [15] [8]
most of them relying on replication implemented either on memory of different
nodes or on disk. This thesis focuses on checkpointing and roll-backward, hereafter referred to as (CRB). In CRB the recovering node loads the more recent
checkpoint and requests replaying to reach the pre-failure state. A challenge with
that technique is the need to suspend processing during checkpoint which may
affect the response time of the application. In addition, the frequency of checkpointing might affect the amount of information that may need to be replayed
leading to long recovery time.
In this thesis we focus on high performance persistence of stream queues over a
scalable file system to support stream replay, archiving, and operator state recovery. We also propose a new checkpoint mechanism we term continuous eventual
checkpoints (CEC), which integrates operator checkpoints with output queue logging.
Our results show that our persistence mechanism can achieve both stream per-
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sistence scaling with the number of streaming nodes and fault-tolerance with a
small and adjustable recovery-time objective. With regards to persistence, scalability is achieved through appropriate middleware client I/O path design and
configuration over a tunable parallel file system. In addition, our storage mechanism adds only a reasonable delay (about 20ms) per processing element in a wellprovisioned system. Our experience with implementing persistence of concurrent
streams efficiently over a scalable filesystem provides the following observations:
• Synchronous filesystem metadata operations should be taken off the critical
path, and if necessary replaced by asynchronous operations or removed altogether. Local filesystem metadata and/or self-identifying stream records
can be leveraged to achieve consistency after a failure.
• The latency of disk-synchronous (stable) writes can be reduced by increasing
parallelism (stripe width) in file I/O operations.
• Concurrent streams multiplexed on parallel filesystem servers produce I/O
patterns that are not handled well by most general-purpose local filesystems.
A log-structured or extent-based local filesystem is best suited for such patterns.
Regarding fault-tolerance, we ensure correctness of CEC by casting checkpoints
in terms of control tuples that intermix with actual data-carrying tuples and integrate the checkpointing and output queue logging in a single abstraction. Second,
the operator devotes only a small and adjustable fraction of time for checkpoints
without pausing processing. This guarantee is achieved by taking checkpoints of
different pieces of the operator state asynchronously. Our main observations for
CEC include:
• A simple abstraction for queue persistence and checkpointing to provide
efficient fault-tolerance guarantees.
• In practical applications CEC can have minimal impact on operator processing and application response time through appropriate configuration and
tuning.

4
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1.1

Thesis contributions

The contributions of this thesis are summarized here:
• Design of a high-performance stream processing engine I/O architecture that
allows simultaneous persistence and communication of live and past (retrieved from storage) data streams.
• A novel operator-state checkpointing technique that integrates checkpointed
state to the output queue in the form of regular tuples.
• Implementation of the persistence architecture and CEC in the context of
an open-source streaming middleware (Borealis [7]).
• Evaluation of the scalability of the architecture using an open-source scalable
storage (PVFS2 [18]).

1.2

Thesis organization

The remainder of thesis is structured as follows. First, in Chapter 2 we present
background on persistent streams and fault-tolerant techniques. In Chapter 3
we present our persistence architecture, highlighting the key factors expected to
affect performance. Chapter 3.3 describes our experimental testbed and presents
results regarding persistence. Fault-tolerance support along with the experimental
evaluation of our mechanism is presented in Chapter 4. Finally, we summarize our
work and draw conclusions in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Background

Following this thesis’ focus on stream processing systems that support stream
persistence and fault-tolerance, we subdivide the presentation of the background
into three areas; data stream processing systems, scalable storage systems and
fault-tolerance methodologies.

2.1.1

Data stream processing systems

In data stream processing systems a number of operators (e.g. filter, union, join),
which may be located on different nodes process records of information flowing
over time and coming from external sources, as shown in Figure 2.1. The acyclic
graph of operators participating to produce a specific result constitute a continuous
query (CQ) [5]. In a CQ, data items called tuples are produced by operators and all
tuples on the same stream have the same set of attributes which define the schema
of the stream. In many modern such systems, the functionality of operators as
well as the tuple schema are expressed in the extensible markup language (XML).
Upon exit from operators, tuples are stored in output queues to be transported
over data paths called streams [5] [10] to a corresponding input queue. This tuple
movement typically happens through memory buffers over the network.
Figure 2.1 depicts an example of a distributed operator graph comprising 4
operators; two of them are deployed within a single stream processing engine
(SPE)- an SPE is akin to a virtual machine specialized to provide runtime support
for the execution of stream operators- while all other operators are hosted within
a dedicated SPE in different nodes. As shown in Figure 2.1 a CQ might include
both stateless and stateful operators.
5
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Operator windows
Stream

Stateless vs. stateful operators

Figure 2.1: Stream processing system.
In stateless operators such as filter or union, all computation is performed on
one tuple at a time without holding any state between successive results. In other
words, the input and output queues are the only piece of state associated with an
operator. Stateful operators such as join and aggregate on the other hand, perform
computations over groups of input tuples. The computation interval to produce a
result is defined over windows of data that move with time and the window values
are specified based on one of the attributes of the input schema.
As an example [4], in an application that monitors the environmental conditions inside a building, suppose that sensors produce a stream of temperature
measurements. A possible schema for the stream is (t.time, t.location, t.temp),
where t.time is a timestamp field indicating the time when the measurement was
taken, t.location is a string indicating the location of the sensor, and t.temp is
an integer indicating the temperature value. Figure 2.2 shows an example of an
aggregate operator that computes the average temperature of each room for a
window size size of one hour.

2.1.2

Scalable storage systems

Scientific simulations of various physical processes, data mining of large data sets
to extract business intelligence, and enterprise-level operations such as e-mail services for large organizations, are examples of modern large-scale applications that
require computing infrastructure comprising hundreds to thousands of processors.
Such large data processing requirements typically translate to high I/O throughput demands from parallel file systems comprising hundreds to thousands of disks.
This growing need for processing ever-increasing amounts of data in large scale scientific and business applications has motivated significant research in distributed
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Figure 2.2: Stream operator example.
file systems that can efficiently and reliably support processing of large quantities
of data. Parallel file systems, such as PVFS2 [24], Lustre [11], GFS [17], and
Panassas [31] have been developed to address the needs of a range of large-scale
applications.
Several modern parallel file systems provide access to a shared storage pool
addressable through a common namespace and separate the data from the metadata paths [18]. In these systems high bandwidth I/O is achievable through the
use of parallel I/O paths to the storage servers. The delegation of the allocation
and access management responsibilities to all I/O servers eliminates bottlenecks
present in traditional network file systems where these functionalities are assigned
to a central I/O server [25]. Other facets of the architecture of these systems
include consistency semantics, support for client caching, metadata management
and high-availability guarantees.
The right choice of a parallel file system depends on the specific characteristics
of applications as well as the design assumptions built into the parallel file system.
Data streaming applications are typically characterized by near real-time processing of continuously produced data. Therefore, a scalable storage solution adapted
to provide efficient storage support without constraining system throughput and
response time would be a good fit for this kind of applications.
Previous work on streaming data persistence was motivated by applications
such as network monitoring for the collection of network statistics, troubleshoot-

8
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ing, and forensics. Hyperion [13] is one such system that proposes a log-based
filesystem (LFS [27])-derived solution called StreamFS, which optimizes archival,
indexing, and online retrieval of multiple data streams. While related in spirit and
motivation to our work, to the best of our knowledge the Hyperion approach has
not been studied in a continuous-query streaming environment and has not been
extended over scalable storage platforms.
Stream processing systems such as Aurora/Borealis [10] and the Stanford
STREAM Data Manager [6] have considered the need for persisting streams but
have mainly focused on simple database interfaces such as connection points (CP)
in Aurora/Borealis [5] or algorithmic studies of disk buffering policies [26]. A CP
is an operator designed to provide dynamic modification support to the stream
network and satisfies the Aurora requirement for ad-hoc queries. To support this
kind of queries, each connection point is associated with a history requirement,
which indicates the amount of historical information that must be retained. The
amount of retained history is often less than the maximum window size of the
successor operators. This architecture provides support for dynamic modification
and historical queries, but is limited by memory requirements and can not tolerate
node or operator failures.
Another recent related project is that of Hilley and Ramachandran [20], which
focuses on a programming abstraction that integrates transport, manipulation, and
storage of streaming data. Their work focuses on seamless integration of different
data paths at the programming-abstraction level through a common API. However,
their system does not focus or optimize for storage scalability and has not been
thoroughly investigated as such.
Streaming-type workloads with large files that are mostly appended to and read
sequentially are also typical of Web search and Map-Reduce [12] type processing.
The importance of such workloads has led to the design of systems such as the
Google File System (GFS) [17]. GFS has been optimized for high throughput but
makes no provision for reducing latency (for example writing a 64MB chunk to a
GFS chunkserver can take about a second on a 1Gbps network). GFS is thus not
immediately suitable for continuous stream processing applications.
Research on multimedia servers [16] mostly during the 90’s has put emphasis
on quality of service (QoS), disk scheduling, and optimizations of the read data
path. Multimedia servers are similar to data stream storage systems in that they
handle sequential access patterns to the underlying data. Continuous stream processing applications however, exhibit a significant concurrent write activity and
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thus present a different set of challenges for the storage system.

2.1.3

Storage system used in thesis

We use the PVFS2 [24] clustered parallel filesystem as storage backend. PVFS2
decouples metadata from data accesses, an approach first popularized by the NASD
project [18], offering clients direct data paths to a shared object-based storage
pool addressable through a common namespace. One or more metadata servers
are responsible for informing clients of the location of data in the storage servers
but are not involved in the actual I/O operation. PVFS2 stripes data across the
available storage servers, offering parallel I/O paths for scalable I/O performance.
In addition, distributes metadata management responsibilities across any number
of metadata servers in a partitioned, ”share-nothing” manner that does not offer
any availability guarantees.
PVFS2 offers the UNIX I/O and MPI-IO interfaces to applications. However, the UNIX I/O interface implementation in PVFS2 does not support POSIX
atomicity semantics. Instead, it guarantees sequential consistency only when concurrent clients access non-overlapping regions of a file (otherwise referred to as
”non-conflicting writes” semantics). PVFS2 includes support for increased parallelism in non-contiguous access patterns through an implementation of the l ist
I/O interface [7].
Parallelism possible through concurrent accesses to file servers results predictably in scalable aggregate bandwidth. The lack of redundancy at the filesystem
level means that the system cannot tolerate server failures, although block-level
redundancy within a node (for example, via a RAID scheme) can sustain disk failures. PVFS2 does not offer client-side caching, a feature that fits well workloads
such as streaming with little or no data re-use.

2.1.4

Fault-tolerance

General fault-tolerance methods typically rely on replication to protect against failures. The main replication mechanisms for high-availability in distributed systems
include state machine [28], rollback recovery [15] and process-pairs [19] methodologies. In the state-machine approach, the state of a processing node is replicated
on k independent nodes. All replicas process data in parallel and the coordination
between them is achieved by sending all replicas the same input in the same order.
With rollback recovery, nodes periodically send copies of their current state, typically called checkpoints, to other nodes or to stable devices. Upon recovery, the
state is reconstructed from the most recent checkpoint. The process-pairs model
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is another approach for replica synchronization. In this method replicas are coordinated using the primary/secondary pair relationship, in which the primary node
acts as leader forwarding all of its input to the secondary maintaining the order
and operating in lock-step with the backup node. These fault-tolerance methodologies properly adapted to ensure low-latency during both normal operation and
failures, can be applied in distributed data stream management systems (DSMS).
Flux [29] and the active-replicas [8] approach are examples of the processpairs model, bur rely on looser synchronization taking advantage of the producerconsumer relationship characterizing the communication on a steam dataflow.
These methods replicate both the producer and the consumer operators in a symmetric fashion. Strict coordination between the replicas is not required since consistency is eventually maintained as replicas simultaneously processing the same
input and forwarding the same output. All operators preserve their output queues
and truncate them based on acknowledgements periodically sent by their consumers. Indeed, all downstream consumers (active or backup) inform all upstream
producers about the input stream received up to a certain point. This way, in
case of failure the backup nodes are always up-to-date and start serving the downstreams as soon as the failure is detected.
Specifically in Flux, an opaque operator (separated into a consumer (F-Cons)
and a producer (F-Prod) operator) is placed between any two regular operators
of the dataflow encapsulating all fault-tolerance and high-availability functionality. This design allows for reuse of Flux in any type of operator -stateless, or
stateful, making the existing stream network more robust without modifications
to the operators’ code. In Flux for each F-Cons and F-Prod instances there is a
corresponding secondary instance.
The work of Hwang et al. [22], adapts the active-replicas model for fast and
highly-available stream processing over wide-area networks. As in the activereplicas approach, replicas are simultaneously active and operate independently.
However, multiple upstream replicas send outputs to each downstream replica so
that it can use whichever data arrives first. Since the downstream nodes receive
data from many upstreams, the input stream received might be unordered or/and
contain duplicate tuples. Despite the above complications, their system manages
to deliver the same result, as it would produce without failures. To achieve the
above guarantee, operators are enhanced with extra non-blocking filters (one filter
per input stream) that eliminate duplicates based on periodically exchanged timestamp messages (p). All tuples with lower timestamp value than (p) are considered
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duplicates and dropped.
The passive-replicas approach is another stream fault-tolerance technique and
consists of the passive-standby, the active standby and the upstream-backup methods [8] [21]. All fall into the rollback recovery [15] for replica synchronization.
In the passive-standby method, the primary replica periodically produces checkpoints of its current state and copies the state to the backup replica. The state
includes the data located inside the operators, the input and output queues. The
secondary node acknowledges the state already received with the primary upstream
so as to drop tuples from the latter’s output queue. To avoid sending the entire
state, the primary node often performs a delta-checkpoint, which includes only
the differences between two successive checkpoints. In case of failure the backup
node takes over by loading the most recent checkpoint as current state. The main
challenge of this mechanism, especially for streaming applications where real-time
responses are often critical, is to minimize the time required for the operators to
produce a checkpoint. In other words, the operators should be able to continue
processing data even during checkpointing.
Active-standby is another example of the rollback recovery model. In this
approach however, secondary nodes work in parallel with the primary nodes and
receive tuples directly from the upstream operators. In contrast to the activereplicas approach, with active-standby secondary nodes only log the result tuples in
their output queues and do not forward tuples to secondary downstream neighbors.
Challenges of this approach include output preservation due to non-deterministic
nature of operators and bounding the log of each secondary.
For operators whose internal state only depend on a small amount of input, the
upstream-backup model is proposed [21]. In the upstream-backup approach, the
upstream nodes act as backups for the downstreams, while the secondary nodes remain inactive during failure-free operation. In this model the upstream primaries
do not periodically checkpoint their state but only log their output tuples. The log
is also trimmed periodically using the acknowledgments send by the downstream
primaries. In case of failure, the upstream primaries replay their logs and the secondary nodes rebuild the missing state before starting to serve other downstreams.
In contrast to the standby methods, upstream backup requires longer recovery but
comes with lower runtime overhead.
In the aforementioned methodologies primary nodes retain tuples in memory
buffers until receiving an explicit acknowledgment from downstream nodes that
they have received or/and checkpointed the associated state and transferred it to
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a passive or active backup. This technique may result in tuple loss if upstream
nodes run out of memory buffers while the recovery of failed downstream nodes
takes longer than expected. It also results in underutilization of the overall system
memory since part of it is dedicated to holding duplicate checkpoint state.
Another recent related work is SGuard [23]. SQuard leverages the use of a
distributed and replicated file system (HDFS [9]) for stream fault-tolerance (implemented in Borealis [10]). Operators periodically produce delta-checkpoints of
their current state and the recovery is made using the latest checkpoint of the
failed node. In this approach however, the HDFS act as the backup location for the
checkpointed state, thus reducing the memory requirements of the stream processing nodes. To eliminate the overhead of freezing the operators during checkpoint,
SGuard performs checkpoints asynchronously and manages resource contention of
the distributed file system with the enhancement of a scheduler that batches together several write requests. Their work is related to ours in its focus on persisting
operator state on scalable, fault-tolerant storage. Their specific focus however is
on scheduling periodic concurrent checkpoints, whereas our focus is on the more
general case of continuously streaming tuples (which includes checkpoints as a
special case).

Chapter 3

Persistence Architecture
In traditional data stream processing systems each operator is associated with a
distinct pair of input and output queues (Chapter 2.1.1). Figure 3.1 depicts an
example of a distributed operator graph comprising 5 operators; the output queues
of operators OP1 and OP2 and labelled Q1 and Q2 respectively. Case 1 Figure 3.1
exemplifies tuple movement from memory to memory over the network with an
SPE hosting OP1 enqueuing tuples output from Q1 to the input queue of OP3.
This mode of operation is commonly implemented in existing research prototypes
and works well in streaming systems with timeliness constraints. In such systems
near real-time response is essential and data loss is acceptable, for example when
the SPE of OP3 goes down and cannot process incoming tuples for a time interval
that exceeds the upstream node’s buffering capabilities. In cases where data loss
is not acceptable, SPEs should be able to persist tuples so that they can be later
retrieved from arbitrary points in time.
Our stream persistence architecture is based on the concept of a persistent
stream object (PSO), which is a persistent image of the state of an SPE queue Q
(Chapter 2) over time T (tmost recent - tleast recent). A queue (and thus a PSO)
is associated with a schema that describes the structure of its tuples- for example,
a telephone call-detail record (CDR). A PSO is identified through an assigned ID
that reflects the context of the associated queue Q: its schema, the operator it
connects to, the position of this operator within the overall operator graph, and
the description of the graph. PSOs are characterized by logical contiguity and
their physical representation may take different forms, such as a single storage
object or a set of storage objects. In addition PSOs miay be hosted in different
types of containers, such as a RAID array or a distributed filesystem.
13
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Figure 3.1: Distributed stream processing system
Case 2 in figure 3.1 depicts a PSO used to persist the state of Q2. SPEs hosting
operators OP4 and OP5 retrieve tuples from the PSO (Case 3). For example, OP4
may be recovering after a failure, and thus retrieve only the tuples that has not
already processed and produced recoverable state from that processing. OP5 may
be retrieving tuples from a different point in time due to a need for non-failure
related post-processing and analysis.
An important characteristic of our persistence architecture is its seamless integration of the various inter-node communication paths as shown in Figure 3.1. For
example, notice that an enqueue operation (over the network) and an append (to
PSO) operation are functionally identical; similarly, a retrieve (from PSO) operation is identical to a dequeue (over the network) operation- the latter is the reverse
of an enqueue, initiated by the target of the data movement operation. The only
difference between retrieve and queue is the ability to select the point at which
retrieval can start (dequeue offers no such choice).

3.1

SPE I/O architecture

Each SPE serves multiple streams connecting pairs of queues, and may therefore
be persisting on multiple PSOs. The data path between operator queues and PSOs
is embodied in the I/O architecture depicted in Figure 3.2. The upper-left part of
the figure shows a standard SPE structure such as found in the Aurora/Borealis
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Figure 3.2: Stream Processing Engine (SPE) I/O Architecture.

system [5] [10]. In this structure incoming tuples from a stream S are shepherded
by a thread (the Enqueue thread in this figure) to be enqueued into the SPE for
processing by operator(s) that use S as one of their inputs. The tuples produced by
the operators are placed on an output stream and dequeued by a separate thread
(the Dequeue thread in the figure) and grouped into Stream Events (SEs). SEs
are serialized objects grouping several tuples for the purpose of efficient communication. The remainder of the figure describes the path that persists SEs prior to
communicating them to downstream nodes.
Our detailed description starts with the case of failure-free operation:
Failure-free operation: SEs created by the dequeue thread are first serialized. If the streams they are associated with are set for persistence, the SEs
enter the persist-event list, otherwise they move directly onto the forward-event
list. A write operation to storage is initiated using an asynchronous API [2]. This
write is typically stable; that is, the write is not complete unless the I/O has been
flushed to disk— however the architecture can accommodate different semantics
and tradeoffs. The asynchronous I/O operations are handled by a state machine
in an event loop. For parallelism, we maintain a configurable window of N concurrently outstanding I/Os. Once a completion of a write I/O is posted by the
storage system we first update a per-stream index, and then move the persisted
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event data structure to the forward-event list. Subsequently a network send operation is initiated. The SE remains there until successfully sent out over the
network.
Operation under failure: When a downstream SPE node fails, all streams
connected to queues on that node disconnect and no outgoing network communication takes place on those streams until reconnection (other streams however
are not affected). SEs produced by local operators are still persisted as described
during failure-free operation. However, in this case as soon as such SEs are stable
they are deleted from memory. Other SEs belonging to still-connected streams
proceed to the forward-event list as described during failure-free operation.
PSO indexing: As PSOs grow by appending serialized SEs to them, our
I/O architecture maintains per-PSO indices mapping a given tuple identifier (a
timestamp) into a serialized SE within a PSO as shown in Figure 3.2. In the
case of a filesystem implementation, the index points to a file offset where the SE
containing the tuple requested is located. In our current prototype the PSO index
is implemented using an Oracle Berkeley DB database.
Recovery: A recovering SPE node can reconnect to upstream SPEs serving
the streams it was connected to prior to its failure. The recovering SPE determines
the last consistent operator state that it is able to recover from stable storage, typically a checkpoint. Stateful operators in an HA setup are expected to periodically
save checkpoints— often a window of tuples— whereas stateless operators may
use any method to determine the last state they have successfully processed. An
SPE may then send requests to its connected upstream peers to replay tuples from
those streams from a certain point-in-time and on. The specific time is determined
by the last consistent operator state recovered from stable storage.
Upon such a request from a downstream node SPE, an upstream node will look
up the requested timestamp into the PSO-specific index. The lookup will return a
pointer to an SE x that contains the requested timestamped tuple. The node will
then start issuing asynchronous read I/O operations for stored SEs starting from x
in a manner similar to the write operations described during failure-free operation.
Upon completion of a read I/O, the retrieved SE may need to be de-serialized (if a
subset of the SE is requested, as for example, in the beginning of a stream replay
request) then re-serialized (if needed) and put into the forward-event list. Similar
to the process followed during failure-free operation, the SE will be sent to the
connected downstream SPEs over the network.
Catching up with a live stream: A PSO may be simultaneously growing
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Figure 3.3: Multiple tuple producers and consumers exhibiting a variety of behavior when performing I/O.

by appending tuples to it (incoming on a live stream), and read by multiple clients
from different offsets. In certain cases, the rate at which a reader consumes tuples
may be higher than the rate at which tuples are produced (as for example when
tuples are produced at a source-determined rate of a few Mbps while the reader
consumes as fast as I/O resources – possibly several tens of MB/s— allow). In such
cases the read pointer into the PSO may reach the end—in essence, exhausting
the object portion that exists only in storage. Read I/O operations will then start
being satisfied from memory buffers and we can say that the reader has “caught
up” with the live stream. In such cases, an SPE may decide to interrupt stream
persistence if the reason for it was to avoid tuple loss due to a downstream node
failure. In cases where persistence has been explicitly requested, the two I/O
directions (reads and writes) can continue to be simultaneously active with reads
satisfied at memory speeds.
The I/O architecture described above enables several modes of operation. As
shown in Figure 3.3, an output queue associated with a stream may either be
persisting tuples or sending tuples over the network to a target input queue or
performing both actions at the same time. However, a stream can either be sending
out past (stored) tuples or live incoming tuples but not both— this constraint is
expressed by the XOR switch in the figure. The crossover between the two paths
is taken care of automatically by the system, for example, through the client I/O
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cache.
Tuple consuming operators may be connected to an arbitrary number of streams,
each bringing in either past data or live data from upstream nodes. Operators that
require incoming tuples be somehow correlated (for example to be ordered or close
in time) may induce blocking in one incoming queue bringing in live tuples if another one is currently streaming in past data (for example due to a temporary
failure in that path). Such blocking will not result in tuple loss as the upstream
node will activate its persistence path on that stream (if not already active).

3.2

Analytical performance model

The persistence path adds latency and may potentially reduce the throughput
achievable by an SPE node. To better assess its impact we created an analytical performance model of SPE I/O operation. Our motivation in creating this
model is to better understand the critical factors impacting performance, not to
quantitatively estimate their impact. We measure this impact in our experimental
evaluation in Section 3.3.
In this model we assume the SPE produces SEs at a speed of x MB/s. We also
assume that the outgoing network bandwidth is split between persistence traffic
at y MB/s and communication traffic at z MB/s over a link with nominal speed L
MB/s. Notice that SPE operators may increase or reduce the tuple rate through
processing, the latter being more common. However to focus on I/O-intensive
rather than compute-bound behavior, the operators used in our experiments leave
the number and size of tuples unchanged.
To determine the amount of buffer memory necessary for such an SPE we
must take into account the bandwidth x at which tuples are being produced and
the average time an SE of size w MB spends inside the SPE. The latter can be
determined by the latency to move the SE along the data path, process it within
the operator, and send it out on the outgoing link (tproc), plus the time to persist
it (tstore). Thus the amount of memory necessary to sustain incoming tuples at
rate x is
M = x ∗ (tproc + tstore)

(3.1)

The above equation assumes a steady state where tuples can exit the SPE at the
rate at which they are coming in, or x = min(y, z). In such a case, the rate is usually
limited by either the incoming data rate or the available CPU cycles. Notice that
when persistence traffic shares the network link used for communication, then the
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Figure 3.4: Model of stream persistence over PVFS2.
outgoing data rate cannot exceed half of what is achievable without persistence.
If tuples are being produced faster than they can exit the system (i.e., x ¿ min(y
, z)), then buffering requirements will grow over time and eventually result in
limiting the rate x to min(y , z). In I/O-intensive setups with high-speed network
links, large tuples, and low per-tuple overhead, the overall SPE throughput is
expected to be limited by the persistence path throughput y.
The latency component tstore in Eq. 3.1 consists of processing and transfer time
through the server, network, and disk paths, mechanical disk delays, and wait time
on the storage server. Techniques to reduce response time in a distributed storage
system include:
1. Pick the least-loaded servers to reduce I/O wait time.
2. Read/write efficiently to disk to reduce mechanical movement or excessive/redundant I/O operations.
3. Use delayed writes where possible at the cost of stability guarantees.
In the remainder of this section we will present a detailed model of stream
persistence using the PVFS2 parallel filesystem.
In Figure 3.4 we depict a (one of possibly several) SPE performing I/O asynchronously using block size B. B is split by the PVFS2 client into filesystem stripe
units of size S sent concurrently to storage (data) servers in B/S network operations. Possible metadata updates during I/O are handled by the metadata server.
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Each storage (data) node maintains parts of several PSOs, each part identified
by a pair (X, A) that stands for ”corresponding to SPE X stored on data node
A”. Data layout to storage servers in PVFS2 is done in a round-robin manner
independent of their actual load. Despite the simplicity of this policy it should
perform reasonably well for sequential stream accesses.
We next focus on four important factors affecting performance.
Metadata updates: In addition to I/O operations, a write operation may
trigger a metadata update as a result of a change in the file size and/or the
time of last modification or access. A metadata update may not be needed if
overwriting a pre-existing file and maintenance of the last-modified or last-accessed
timestamps has been disabled. However in cases where metadata updates are
necessary, there are two implementation choices: The first is to synchronously flush
the metadata update to disk ensuring durability. The second choice is to enable
write-back caching at the metadata server, which should reduce durability but
improve performance. Data stream workloads make the latter a viable alternative
when tuples are self-identifying and each data node runs a local filesystem that
maintains metadata about local files. In such case, recovery of the file size or the
time of last modification or access is possible by examination of the file contents
and recovery of local filesystem metadata in storage nodes. For this reason we use
asynchronous metadata updates in our experiments.
Data stability: For fault-tolerance, an SPE requires that tuples are stably
written to disk prior to forwarding them on the network. Stable writes involve
the disks on each I/O operation and are thus expected to affect response time.
Throughput is expected to be affected to the degree of available parallelism (e.g.,
number of servers, number of writing threads per server, and number of disks per
server involved) to avoid blocking on any such operation.
Local filesystem: Concurrent writes from multiple SPEs interfere at storage servers. Within each storage server, write requests targeting different local
files may reduce storage node efficiency if the local filesystem cannot handle such
patterns very well. Log-based filesystems (LFS) or extent-based filesystems are
particularly suitable for such patterns. In many cases though, distributed file systems use general-purpose filesystems that are not optimized for the concurrent
sequential writes to large files typical of data streaming workloads.
Block size (S): Using a large S improves the efficiency of data transfers,
which is one of the reasons GFS uses a 64MB chunk. However a large S is not
advantageous in a latency-sensitive environment due to the high transfer time. In
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our experimental evaluation we use a moderate S value of 256KB.

3.3
3.3.1

Persistence evaluation
Experimental testbed

The experimental setup consists of a 16-node cluster of dual-CPU AMD 244 servers
with 2GB DRAM running Linux 2.6.18 and connected through a 1Gbps Ethernet
switch using Jumbo (9000 byte) frames. In this cluster we deployed the Borealis
software release (as of summer 2008) and PVFS2 version 2.8.1. For selected experiments requiring more powerful servers we used dual quad-core (total of 8 cores)
AMD Opteron 2354 with 4GB of DRAM. Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise
we use the dual-CPU machines in our experiments.
In our experimental setup half of the PVFS2 nodes were configured as file
servers—one of them doubling as metadata server— and the rest as clients. Each
node of each filesystem was provisioned with a dedicated logical volume comprising
four 40GB partitions of SATA disks in a RAID-0 configuration with a 64KB stripe
unit. PVFS2 was setup to stripe files using a 256KB unit, a value that was chosen
to equal a full RAID stripe. The total capacity of the parallel filesystem in the
8-server setup was about 1.1TB. Each file server node use an underlying Linux
filesystem of type xfs or ext3 where noted. By default, PVFS2 uses a write-back
data cache on its servers. In our experiments we modified the default policy to use
synchronous writes and asynchronous local metadata updates (unless explicitly
mentioned otherwise).

3.3.2

Results

In this section we report results comparing Borealis performance with and without
persistence over PVFS2. We use performance without the persistence path as a
baseline to compare against, as well as to understand the behavior of the base
Borealis implementation.
Baseline performance: Single node
Figure 3.5 describes streaming throughput in a Borealis setup with a single SPE,
hosting a filter operator connected to a data source (sender) and a data sink
(receiver) node. The filter operator inspects a fixed-size (integer) field in each
tuple and forwards it along the operator’s single output stream. We chose a simple
stateless operator setup to focus on I/O performance rather than computational
behavior of the streaming system. Throughput is in MB/sec and the tuple size
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Figure 3.5: Baseline measurements with dual-core nodes.
varies from 256 bytes to 4KB.
An important Borealis parameter is the batching factor at the source, which is
the amount of tuples it injects into Borealis with each network I/O. The batching
factor refers to the source node and does not constrain the Borealis servers into how
they group tuples in performing I/O operations. We experimented with batching
factors of 1, 16, 32 and 64 tuples. Borealis servers use an adaptive grouping factor,
which is inversely proportional to tuple size.
In Figure 3.5 we observe that Borealis performance improves with increasing
tuple size due to gradually reduced per-tuple CPU overhead. The figure also
indicates that tuple batching helps performance to a certain degree. For a batching
factor of 16 and tuple size 4KB we observe a throughput of 63MB/sec which
exceeds no-batching performance by a factor of two. This represents the highest
throughput rate we have achieved using the dual-core server setup. All CPUs are
fully saturated in all measurements taken in this benchmark.
Storage performance: Single node
We next evaluate the performance of the single SPE node of the previous setup with
the persistence path enabled. We use two storage configurations: A single PVFS2
server performing synchronous writes (Pvfs2-sync) and one that does not (Pvfs2async). We also evaluate a configuration (Str Code) that includes the persistence
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Figure 3.6: Storage performance with a single Borealis node.
path but omits calls into the PVFS2 client. Finally, we compare the above to
baseline Borealis measurements. We use a batching factor of 16 to target the
best performing configuration of the previous experiment. We have empirically
determined that Borealis performs I/O (network or storage) at steady-state using
fixed-size blocks of 184 tuples for the tuple sizes we have considered. The Borealis
I/O size is thus 64KB, 184KB, and 736KB for tuple sizes 256 bytes, 1KB, and
4KB, respectively.
In Figure 3.6 we observe that the differences between configurations become
progressively more pronounced with increasing tuple size as the system becomes
more I/O-bound. At 4KB tuple size, we observe that Pvfs2-async performance
is about half that of non-persisting Borealis due to splitting the outgoing link
bandwidth between persistence and regular communication traffic.

Borealis
Borealis/PVFS2

2-core
63 MB/sec
28 MB/sec

8-core
75 MB/sec
50 MB/sec

Table 3.1: Baseline storage measurements with 8-core nodes.
Synchronous (stable) writes reduce PVFS2 performance by about 8MB/s or
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Figure 3.7: Impact of local metadata updates over one PVFS2 node.

15% compared to asynchronous writes. The majority of this overhead seems to be
coming from the file/storage client itself as the Str Code configuration indicates.
The CPU of the SPE node is fully saturated in all cases in this experiment. Finally,
measurements of I/O response time in the Pvfs2-sync setup report an average of
20ms.
To evaluate the impact of a faster SPE node we repeat this experiment for the
Pvfs2-sync, and baseline configurations with 4KB tuple size and batching factor
16 on the 8-core server. In Table 3.1 we observe that all configurations benefit
from running the SPE on a faster CPU. However, PVFS2 seems to receive a
proportionally higher benefit improving its performance by a factor of two. We
also observe that the PVFS2 configuration achieves more than half the throughput
of the baseline configuration despite moving every tuple twice over the outgoing
link. The reason for this is the additional parallelism within the PVFS2 client
which can use the spare CPU cores (which the single network worker thread itself
cannot use) to utilize a higher fraction of the outgoing link bandwidth.
Finally, in our experiments we set each data server to perform local metadata
updates asynchronously. This choice as stated in Chapter 3.2 improves performance and is safe due to the specific nature of our workload. To quantify this
impact we measured the storage throughput of one PVFS2 data server, performing
synchronous and asynchronous metadata updates (data updates are synchronous
in both cases). Figure 3.7 shows the aggregate storage throughput while the num-
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Figure 3.8: Scalability of Borealis over PVFS2.
ber of Borealis writers increase from 1 to 8. For only one writer we get the same
performance with synchronous or asynchronous metadata writes. However, as the
number of concurrent writers increases to 4 and 8 nodes, the I/O thoughput drops
from 68MB/sec to 56MB/sec in the case of 4 writers, and from 86 MB/sec to
68MB/sec in case of 8.
Streaming and Storage Scalability
In this experiment we vary the number of Borealis SPE nodes and the number of
PVFS2 storage servers performing synchronous/stable writes. Each Borealis SPE
node is hosting a filter operator (similar to previous experiments) and all operators
are connected (input to output) via a single stream.
Figure 3.8 depicts streaming performance with and without persistence when
the Borealis and PVFS2 nodes vary from one to eight. We use a tuple size of 4KB
and batch size of 16. An initial observation in the case of non-persisting Borealis
nodes is that increasing their number from 1 to 8 results in a throughput drop
from 62MB/s to about 52MB/s. We attribute this non-storage-related drop to
imbalances in resource usage across nodes over the course of experiments in the
chain of SPEs.
For a single Borealis SPE we observe that (in accordance with Figure 3.6)
throughput is less that half of what is achievable without persistence and improves
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Figure 3.9: Aggregate throughput of Borealis over PVFS2.
to exactly half with larger PVFS2 setups. The reason behind the improvement is
better parallelization/overlap of the stable write operations. Increasing the load
(number of Borealis SPE nodes) we observe a gradual drop in throughput that is
partly attributable to the Borealis issues described earlier and partly (where the
drop is steeper) to overload in smaller PVFS2 setups. In the case of 8 Borealis
SPEs on a single PVFS2 server we observe a streaming throughput of about 10
MB/s or a PVFS2 server write-throughput of about 80 MB/s. Given that the
server is not limited by either its network link or its CPU and the Borealis SPE
nodes are not CPU-bound, we believe that in this case we are limited by the
efficiency of the PVFS2 server local filesystem under many concurrent writers.
Figure 3.9 provides a view of the aggregate throughput (calculated as the
number of Borealis SPE nodes multiplied by SPE throughput towards the PVFS2
system) with increasing Borealis nodes. The figure shows that performance scales
with increasing load. The minimum number of PVFS2 nodes needed to achieve
the observed aggregate throughput with 1, 2, 4, 8 Borealis nodes is 8.
Stateless recovery based on PSO
In this experiment we exhibit a fault-tolerance scenario in a setup of two Borealis
SPE nodes A, B each hosting a filter operator. The two operators are connected
(input to output) via a single stream. Both SPE nodes are set to persist their
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Figure 3.10: Stateless operator recovery scenario.
output queues on PVFS2 filesystem. In our scenario, node B fails and cannot
process tuples for a certain amount of time. During that time node A detects
the failure, stops forwarding incoming tuples but keeps persisting them. At a
later time node B is brought up and runs its recovery protocol, which discovers
the last tuple it successfully processed at time t, then requests node A to replay
stored tuples from t on. On receiving the request, node A looks up tuple t and
re-establishes tuple flow on the stream to node B.
Figure 3.10 depicts tuple throughput over time observed by the final receiver.
Data streaming is initially performed at an average rate of 26MB/s. At time 00:52
node B crashes. At 01:26 node B comes back up, reads the last tuple considered
stable by the operator and requests tuples from that point on to be replayed by
node A. At time 01:30 data streaming is restored to a throughput of about 20
MB/s. The degraded performance is due to the additional overhead of activating
the I/O read path on node A. However, as the I/O read path catches the newly
written data, from time 02:45 we observe that throughput is restored to about
25MB/sec as it was before failure, since read I/Os are served from memory.
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Chapter 4

Stateful operator
fault-tolerance
This chapter describes a new technique for fault-tolerance support of stateful
streaming operators. Our method is based on checkpointing and rolling-backwards
over scalable persistence described in Chapter 3.
Checkpoint roll-backward (CRB) [8] [21] [29](Chapter 2.1.4) techniques rely on
checkpointing the state of stream processing operators (including the state of the
operator itself and its input and output queues) at certain time intervals. We call
this an instant checkpoint of the operator. Checkpoints are often preserved in main
memory or in storage devices to enable replay (Chapter 2.1.4). Keeping state in
main memory however, is limited by the size of it and therefore might result in
state loss due to failure (including network or node failures). Logging the state
(in storage) eliminates these challenges since stream operators can continiously log
tuples even when downstream neighbor nodes have failed.
Figure 4.1 provides an abstract view of the checkpointing procedure in CRB.
Operators preserve tuples in their output queues until receiving an acknowledgment from all downstream nodes. This typically happens after the downstream
operators take a checkpoint of their state and thus they no longer depend on the
input tuples to reconstruct their state. The frequency of checkpointing affects the
amount of tuples that need to be retained in output queues as well as the amount of
tuples (or else the amount of time (recovery time objective (RTO)) that need to be
replayed to get up to a pre-failure state. Increasing the frequency of checkpointing
typically leads to high overhead.
Standard CRB techniques reduce the amount of state in an instant full check29
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Figure 4.1: Checkpoint roll-backwards (CRB) methodolgy.
point by using diffs between current and past checkpointed state. They also avoid
freezing an operator while taking its instant checkpoint by using copy-on-write
techniques. We believe however that there is room for improvement in both the
amount of checkpoint state as well as on reducing the complexity of checkpointing
techniques of CRB through the use of the continuous eventual checkpoints (CEC).
We assume without loss of generality that only output queues need to be persisted and input queues need to be rebuilt by fetching tuples from the upstream
output queues. Persisting output tuples allows rapid recovery when the producing node fails because there is no need to rebuild this state. CEC support for
persistence of the output queue is addressed through our persistent architecture
described in Chapter 3.
The streaming node recovery procedure has two parts. First, one has to decide
which is the most-recent recoverable state; then ask upstream nodes to replay
tuples from that point forward. If a node is asked to replay tuples that itself
has to reconstruct (perhaps because it has also failed and lost recent state), then
upstream nodes have to go through the recovery process themselves.
For stateless operators the last persisted output tuple located inside the log,
provides the timestamp that can be used to request replay from the upstream
operator. On the contrary, this information alone is not adequate enough for
efficient fault-tolerance support of stateful operators. Therefore, their internal
state (open windows before failure) has to be checkpointed in-sync with the output
queue. In CEC we use only one storage abstraction (the log illustrated in 4.1) to
persist both the state of the operator and the output queue.
Focusing on stateful operators, in the remainder of this work we present CEC
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Figure 4.2: Continuous eventual checkpointing (CEC).
over the aggregate operator. An aggregate operator computes an aggregate function such as count, minimum, maximum, sum and average. The computation
of aggregate is made over groups of tuples based on a schema parameter. Thus
this operator might hold x number of active windows at any time, spanning from
one to the number of values that would appear in this specific field. In addition,
aggregate operators define the window interval either based on time (time-based
windows) or based on a count of tuples (count-based windows). We define as slow
each window with high interval value, either in count of tuples or time interval
(respectively fast are windows with low window intervals). The opening and closure of each window (and thus its characterization as fast or slow) depends on the
speed of the incoming stream and the semantics of the application. Therefore,
in many cases fast windows might become slow during operation and vise versa.
For example, a previously fast window might become slow because no input tuple
came to satisfy its closure in case of count-based aggregation. In our evaluation
we chose aggregate operators with count-based windows due to their challenging
nature and importance in stream processing applications. Our results however
hold for other stateful operators as well as time-based windows.

4.1

Continuous eventual checkpoints (CEC)

Our aim in CEC is to achieve high availability and to minimize recovery time by
(1) continuously persisting output queues to ensure that downstream nodes can
replay input tuples and (2) take continuous state checkpoints by logging window
changes (open or close, and occasionally current state).
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Whereas instant checkpointing gives a point-in-time (and thus consistent) view

of an operator’s state, the CEC method relies on collecting individual window
checkpoints at different times as shown in Figure 4.2. CEC use the individual
checkpoints to eventually arrive to a consistent view of operator state. In other
words, a state that the operator goes through in a failure-free execution. The CEC
methodology is based on two key principles:
• Asynchronous checkpointing of different pieces of the operator state and
• Integration of operator checkpoints and output queue logging in a single
persistence abstraction.
In more detail, we break the overall operator state into its window components
wi and perform checkpoints of each window wi at different times ti as shown in
Figure 4.2. Window checkpoints are expressed as tuples, similar in style to the
standard stream tuples defined for the operator output stream. Thus, window
checkpoints in CEC are emitted by the operator and are logged together with
standard output tuples. Overall, the types of tuples emitted by an operator are
as follows:
1. Newly opened window at time t holding initially null state (abbreviated as
Gopen ).
2. Open window time t contains state S (abbreviated as Gcheck ).
3. Closed window at time t produced result R (abbreviated as R).
The SPE ensures serialization between regular tuples (R) and checkpoint tuples (Gopen , Gcheck ) as they flow through and are written to log. For a single
window, this means that a Gcheck for this window is emitted before the emittion
of a subsequent R for the same window. The persistence mechanism preserves the
order of tuples produced by the operator. This way we maintain timestamp order
between result and checkpoints tuples for each window, preventing the production
of erroneous results after recovery.
Assume that tc is the time of checkpoint for some window wc as shown in
Figure 4.2. We define an eventual checkpoint at tc to be a set of window checkpoints
W = (wi , ti ): ti ≤ tc , which can be used to eventually bring the operator to a
consistent state (a state the operator has gone through in the actual execution)
at time tc . This is done by loading onto the operator wi window states and by
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replaying all tuples with timestamps t > T , where T = mini ( ti ). Since T is the
earliest among all ti ’s, the operator will unavoidably see tuples that it has already
seen in the past. To ensure that we reach the correct pre-failure state, window wi
should ignore tuples with timestamps t < ti .
A key challenge with constructing an eventual checkpoint is finding out how
far back to roll in checkpoint history looking for open-window checkpoints (Gopen ,
Gcheck ). We solve this problem by always knowing how many open windows we are
looking for. We thus maintain along with each checkpoint Wc the total number of
open windows N that should be included in the eventual checkpoint that starts at
tc and we write this number along with each window checkpoint and result tuples.
This count is increased each time a window opens and decreased when a window
closes and an output tuple is produced. All open windows at time tc will have at
least a Gopen checkpoint. No other windows can be among the N latest with
checkpoint because then they will have been included into those N. If a window
has closed prior to the most recent checkpoint, their R tuple will have been logged
before the checkpoint (by virtue of the serialization mechanism) and therefore this
window would be known to be closed.
During recovery from a crash that took place at or after time tc we seek to
identify the most recent eventual checkpoint (W, T )tc . This process determines the
oldest tuple that belong to (W, T )tc and thus from which point on replay is needed.
When running the log backwards to construct Wc , we are careful to omit all Gopen
and Gcheck tuples for windows that are known to have closed. For example, if we
find a result tuple R for wi as we read backwards, then later findings of Gopen |i
and Gcheck |i will be ommitted from the recovering state.
Our system maintains an eventual checkpoint continuously over time as each
individual-window checkpoint takes it from one eventual checkpoint to the next.
A benefit of performing window checkpoints asynchronously rather than global
point-in-time checkpoints is that we avoid freezing the operator for long periods of
time. However, there is still the need to devote a small fraction of time to individual
window checkpoints. Additionally we do not require any operating system support
for copy-on-write or other memory-protection schemes that are typically used in
such techniques.
Another benefit is that by integrating checkpointing with data streaming and
persistence of both operator state and output queues within a single persisted
storage structure, we can use a single, efficient storage abstraction to store both
operator state and queue information. Gopen and Gcheck tuples are persisted to
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stable storage the same way as the output queue, and all information needed for
recovery is hidden inside them. The enqueue mechanism of the SPE recognizes G
tuples and drops them prior to processing.
Normal Gcheck checkpoints do not change the number of active windows but
rather push forward the time T associated with the most-recent checkpoint of a
given window. This process ensures that for slow but still open windows we do
not have to go far behind in the checkpoint history to recover their state, making
this process efficient. Finally, for fast windows Gopen checkpoints are expected
to increase the amount of tuples produced per window from one to two (R vs.
Gopen and R). Nevertheless this is not expected to be an issue in most practical
deployments, since aggregate operators have low output tuple rates and they are
not as I/O-intensive as stateless operators, which produce an output tuple for each
input tuple they receive.

4.2

Implementation

Key policy actions for the operator are:
1. How eagerly to produce checkpoints of slow windows.
2. When a window in considered as slow.
To address point (1), we require that each window be checkpointed every T
milliseconds (in virtual -tuple timestamp- time) to ensure that we (a) we do not
have to replay too many tuples, and (b) we do not have to roll-back the log too
much during recovery. T is determined based on the time density of tuples (i.e.,
tuples per ms) produced by the entry point and on the rate of tuples produced by
the operator.
To address point (2), we consider slow an active window whose open time has
exceeded a certain time threshold H. This threshold is set with similar goals as in
the case of checkpointing, namely to ensure that we (a) we do not have to replay
too many tuples, and (b) we do not have to roll-back the log too much during
recovery; and also to ensure that (c) we do not produce checkpoint tuples for
windows that will soon close and produce a result tuple anyway.
In a case where we have many slow active windows we would like to avoid
checkpointing too many of them at the same time so as not to freeze the operator
while doing so. If we set to M the number of active slow windows we can comfortably produce checkpoints for at each shot and N the total number of active slow
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windows, then we checkpoint the entire N windows in S = N/M shots, with each
shot performed every T/S milliseconds.
In our implementation, checkpointing is done as part of the main operator
control thread to avoid locking overheads and requires the following pieces of soft
state maintained within the operator:
1. For every window, the information of whether the window is open or closed.
2. A tuple field indicating the number of active windows at the time a result is
produced, or a new window opens or a checkpoint is taken.
3. A sub-list of slow windows (subset of the set of all active windows) at any
time.
A detailed description of the operator functionality follows:
Assume tnow as the timestamp of the tuple entering the operator at each particular point in time. If this tuple causes the opening of a new window, the counter
of active windows is increased and a Gopen tuple is emitted. Gopen marks into the
log the new field added to the state of the operator, as well as how many active
windows we have to search for in case of recovery.
The operator periodically scans its soft state and for every open window determines whether it has been in the same state for a significant amount of time. If
their difference of tnow - twi is greater than the predefined threshold H, then the
window is marked as slow and enters the sub-list of slow windows to be scheduled
for checkpointing. To avoid delaying the operator processing for significant amount
on time, as for example when its state includes a large amount of open windows,
we allow only a certain (configurable) amount of windows to be checked at each
time. This decision does not affect the correctness of our protocol, because even
if we loose a Gcheck tuple for a slow window, the corresponding Gopen tuple has
already been emitted. However, it might affect the recovery-time objective since
by losing Gcheck we might have to go far back in the log during recovery. This can
be avoided by increasing the frequency of checkpointing. After T/S milliseconds
the operator will start producing Gcheck records for M tuples. The Gcheck tuples
are marked with the tnow timestamp of the tuple entering the operator at the time
of Gcheck production.
Finally, if the tuple that currently enters the operator forces the closure of a
previously open window, then the counter of active windows is decreased, an R
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tuple is produced and this window is erased both from the current state of the
operator and from the soft state maintained by the fault-tolerance mechanism.
Implementation in Borealis
The CEC implementation in Borealis builds on and extends existing code within
the aggregate operator. For the type of tuple (Gopen , Gcheck and R) we used the
predefined tuple type attribute located in the header of each tuple. The Borealis
implementation already maintains the state of the windows (open or closed) and
the set of all active windows inside the operator. We implemented the sub-list of
slow windows as an ordered map of timestamps to windows. This way, in case of
checkpointing the whole operator state at once or if the state is small enough to fit
the checkpoint interval we allow, then the most old windows among the slow ones
will be the first to be checkpointed. The code segment addition in the aggregate
operator of Borealis, is only few lines ( 30 lines of code) because it takes advantage
of support provided by our persistence architecture.
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CEC evaluation

Experimental setup
For the experimental evaluation of CEC we use three different application scenarios involving an aggregate operator. Each scenario produces different behavior
with regards to the number of open (slow or fast) windows (Chapter 4) at any
time during execution. The input and output stream schema is common to all
applications and the window size is defined based on count of tuples (count-based
windows). Count-based windows have more complex behavior compared to timebased windows, because their closure happens independently of each other. In
time-based windows, when the time interval expires, all windows that are within
this specific interval close at the same time.
Our aggregate operator receives tuples describing price of items at different
times. The input schema of the stream is (t.item id, t.item price, t.item descr),
where t.item id is an integer depicting the unique item identifier, t.item descr is a
string representing the name of the item, and t.item price is an integer indicating
the price. The operator first separates the tuples into different groups based on
the t.item id field, and then computes the average price value for each group. The
size of window (number of tuples per group) determines when the window closes
and thus when a result tuple is produced.
The three applications are separated into the fast, slow and mixed regimes.
The fast application uses a window size of 1, which is an extreme example. In
other words, each input tuple entering the operator forces the creation of a new
window and its closure, emitting instantly an R tuple. CEC will produce Gopen
and R tuples, but most likely never Gcheck tuples for this kind of application. The
slow application uses only two item identifiers and computes the average price over
1000 tuples. Finally, the mixed application has both fast and slow windows.
In this experiment the tuple generator randomly produces t.item ids ranging
from 0 to 109. The 100 of them correspond to fast and the remaining 10 to slow
windows. The window size for all items is 10 tuples. Due to the nature of the
application, in a normal scenario we expect to get t.item id values in the range of
0 to 99, more often than in the range of 100 to 109. Some fast windows that their
t.item id is not produced from the random generator for a long period of time wil
become slow and vise versa. So, the actual relation between slow - fast windows
might vary over time.
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Figure 4.3: CEC baseline measurements (Gopen tuples).
CEC baseline impact
First, we highlight the impact of CEC while producing only Gopen tuples. In many
practical scenarios, where the window size is moderate, we believe that there is no
need for additional checkpointing -Gcheck tuples. Gcheck tuples are mainly used to
push-forward the state of very slow windows, to avoid long replay times.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the impact of CEC in aggregate operator performance
using the three applications described above. The results are compared against
the native Borealis implementation performance of the operator. The different
configurations depicted in Figure 4.3 include native, Gopen/Net and Gopen/Disk.
In Gopen/Net the operator produces and forwards Gopen tuples at every window
opening, but these tuples are not persisted to the output log. This configuration
shows the impact of the additional network traffic to the application throughput
(excluding control tuples). Gopen/Disk corresponds to producing, forwarding and
persisting Gopen /Gcheck tuples to the parallel file system. Finally, the Real bar
is the total throughput observed by the final consumer including control tuples.
Notice that the output tuple rate between experiments is different due to the
semantics of the aplications. In the fast experiment for example for every input
tuple we produce an output tuple, while in the slow experiment, an output tuple
is produced every 1000 tuples of the input stream.
In the native performace of the aggregate operator, the CPU utilization of
the node (dual-core) hosting the Borealis SPE is about 160% (fast), 110% (slow)
and 140% (mixed) out of a total capacity of 200%. By enabling CEC (Gopen
tuples only) we get an increase in CPU usage of about 20% for the fast and mixed
experiments, whereas slow remains the same.
The Gopen/Net configuration affects the beneficial rate by 16% in the fast and
mixed experiments compared against the native performance of the operator. Slow
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Figure 4.4: CEC checkpoint intensity (Gcheck tuples).
windows present the minimum overhead, because when Gopen tuples are produced,
spare network and CPU resources are available. Persistence of Gopen tuples leads
to a performance decrease of about 35% for the two first experiments and in a
decrease of 10% for the slow scenario. The Real bar shows that the production of
Gopen tuples results in real throughput increase.
In all experiments, the number of Gopen tuples produced is close to the R
tuples waiting to be received. For the fast and slow experiments, we get the same
value of Gopen and R tuples. Namely, we get 1048576 R/Gopen tuples in the fast
experiment and 8192 R/Gopen in slow. In the mixed scenario we get an average of
524386 tuples for 524288 result waiting.
For the fast and (to some degree) mixed cases, we believe that a more aggresive
tuple generator and a more powerful SPE node would improve performance even
in the native deployment. In addition when the storage path is enabled the total
CPU utilization of the SPE gets more than 180% including the cycles consumed
by the PVFS2 client. In these cases, we expect that with a better SPE node the
performance decrease will be limited only to the rate of Gopen /R tuples the receiver
observes over time plus the response time delay coming from the storage path.
Impact of checkpoint intensity
Next we evaluate the impact of activating Gcheck production. In our experiments
we take measurements with aggresive and more reasonable values of T and H,
varying from 2 to 100ms range. More frequent checkpoints other than delaying
the operator, increase the number of Gcheck tuples affecting both network traffic
and storage response time. However, this is a tradeoff between small recovery time
and performance degradation.
In Figure 4.4 we see the performance impact of the CEC mechanism varying the
frequency of checkpointing. All experiments made for the mixed windows scenario
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and the persistence path is activated (Gopen tuples are also produced). The first
graph depicts receivers beneficial throughput (goodput) in tuples/sec. The second
graph is the real throughput seen by the receiver (including control tuples), and
the last graph depicts how many Gcheck tuples are emitted by the operator.
Our T and H values are 2, 10, 20 and 100ms. These values result in a checkpoint
interval of 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 s respectively. By increasing the checkpoint
m

interval, the number of windows that need to be checkpointed is decreased (the
H threshold relates to T). Therefore, as the checkpoint interval increases we see
Gcheck tuples only for the slow windows of the experiment. On the other hand,
for small values such as 1 or 2ms, several fast windows are characterized slow and
their state is now checkpointed as well.
In Figure 4.3 we observe that as the checkpoint frequency increases from 2
to 100ms, the performance of CEC reaches the rate of the Gopen/Disk setup
of Figure 4.3. In the case of 2ms, we observe the lowest performance, which
is mainly due to the maximun Gcheck production (718.874 Gcheck produced for
524.288 windows). In the cases of 20ms and 100ms we observe similar performance.
For 20ms we have 35.000 Gcheck tuples produced, while for 100ms we only have
76 (which constitute checkpoints for the very slow windows of the application).
These values show that pausing the operator for reasonable intervals does not
affect response time. Moreover, the amount of Gcheck tuples constitute only a
small amount of information compared to R+Gopen tuples that are also produced
during these experiments.
As we have stated earlier, Gcheck tuples are essential in cases of very slow
windows in order to push the checkpointed state forward in time and avoid high
recovery times. We believe that the production of Gopen tuples alone is adequate
for fast and accurate recovery in most cases. By way of example, assume an
operator that has 100 windows closing every 10.000 tuples and produces only
Gopen and result tuples. In time of failure, each window has seen the 90% of the
tuples waiting but none of them reached closure. Assume also that the tuple size is
about 100 bytes (which is typical for streaming applications). Upon recovery, the
operator reads into the persistent log and finds all Gopen tuples produced. Loads
their initial state and determines as replay timestamp the timestamp caused the
creation of the first window ever opened. Since all windows have seen 9.000 tuples
then the total amount of data need to be replayed are approximately 90MBytes,
and the persistent state need to be retrieved is only 10Kbytes.
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Discussion
We have modified SPE nodes and consumer applications to drop Gopen and Gcheck
tuples upon reception. However, we disable this in our experiments in order to
measure the count of checkpoint tuples produced and the real throughput observed
by the final receiver.
Finally, CEC can be also applied to other stateful operators such as join.
Join [4], has two input streams and for every pair of input tuples applies a predicate
over the tuple attributes. When the predicate is satisfied, join concatenates the
two tuples and forwards the resulting tuple on its output stream. However, with
unbounded streams, it is not possible to accumulate state continuously and match
all tuples. Instead, the stream-based join operator matches only tuples than fall
within the same window. For example assume two input streams, R and S, both
with a time attribute, and a window size, w. Join matches tuples that satisfy
t.time − s.time ≤ w, although other window specifications are possible.
Tuples produced by operators in most cases maintain timestamp ordering or
else ordering can be applied using sort operators during insertion. If output queues
are persistent, then the timestamp of the result tuple can be changed to resemble
the timestamp of the concatenated typles. This way, in case of failure, the operator
knows from which point in time to ask replay from both input streams. In addition,
in join operator we have to remember the relevant position inside the windows from
which concatenation takes place. CEC can be used to periodically produce Gcheck
tuples indicating the relevant position of the two windows at any point in time.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
In this study we have shown that stream persistence can be achieved in a scalable
manner using a fully asynchronous event-driven SPE I/O architecture layered over
an appropriately tuned parallel filesystem. Our persistence path comes with an
associated overhead: It requires the use of CPU and network bandwidth as tuples
to be communicated downstream are duplicated on the storage path. However, we
have shown that the CPU overhead need not be high and it can be assigned to spare
cores in multi-core CPUs. In addition, the network bandwidth may be needed
mostly when there is spare bandwidth available, for example when downstream
operators are overloaded (and thus cannot communicate at full speed) or have
failed.
In our evaluation we have considered scenarios of several SPE nodes persisting
tuples at full speed. In a practical scenario however, persistence may be required
only at selected tuple entry points, which are edge servers that inject tuples into
SPE nodes. Entry points are I/O-intensive and thus better candidates than SPEs
for serving as persistence gateways.
Our storage path is also leveraged for fault-tolerance support of stream operators. Continous-eventual checkpoints (CEC) are proposed to support stateful
operator recovery. This novel mechanism, performs checkpoints of the state of an
operator asynchronously, by treating windows indepentently. In addition, window
checkpoints are produced in the form of regular tuples and are integrated to the
output queue of each operator. This way, CEC combines result tuples with the
latest checkpointed state to find the most recent point in time from which replay is
needed. Our results indicate that CEC has low overhead in applications with moderate or slow window rates, while for reasonable checkpoint intervals checkpointing
43
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of individual windows do not affect operator processing.
Finally, although we exhibited our persistence path implementation in the context of the Borealis system, our SPE I/O architecture and is more general and can
be applied to other data stream processing systems.
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